Because every classroom should have...

**Simple and Intuitive Control**

The AV Touch Wall Control (ITC-1) is a programmable 3.5” wall panel for use with controllable amplifiers, such as the GL-300 or MS-450. The digital interface gives installers the flexibility to customize the buttons in each classroom to be perfectly suited for any compatible devices in the room. Teachers can then use the one-touch buttons to power on or off any connected device.

**Features / Specifications**

- 3.5” Full-color touch display
- Text labels fully programmable
- Polymer faceplate comes in standard white color
- Mounts into any standard 2-gang wall box, or re-work box
- Connects to any GL-300 or MS-450 amplifier via CAT6 cable
- Easily customizable button labels with TWC Software
- Powered by controllable amplifiers via CAT6 cable up to 200 feet
- Dimensions: 4.50 (L) x 4.50 (W) x 1.25 (D) in. (114.3 x 114.3 x 31.75 mm)
- Weight: 0.40 lbs (6.40 oz)

Contact us today to learn more about Audio Enhancement’s AV Touch Wall Control.
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